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The infrared absorption and reflection spectra of samples of natural muscovites and
phlogopites have been obtained as a function of orientation of the sample and as a function
of temperature In order to interpret the gross features of these spectra) a correlation has
been sought with the vibrational modes of the silicon-orygen network' The influence of
components of the mica structure other than the Si-O lattice is discussed and the conclusion
is drawn that mixing betrveen Si-O and other modes of motion occurs.
Considerable attention is given to the vibrational modes of the OH ions and it is sholr'n
that the complexity of the OH stretching region in phiogopites is primarily associated with
the detailed chemical composition and structure of the octahedral layer. Orientation and
OH stretching frequency of OH ions close to various octahedral layer defects are discussed.
INtnopucltroN

It is easy to identify two principal mica groups: dioctahedralmicas,
of which muscovite is the most widely occurring species,and trioctahedral micas such as phtogopite and biotite. For instance,the angle of
the optic axes will range from 55o to 75o in the first group, but values
below 15o are characteristicfor the second.
The characterizationof micas within each of the two groups is not so
simple and in many casesonly possibleby meansof a completechemical
analysis. Until the employment of n-ray emission techniques, this was a
rather Iaboriousprocess.
Over the years there has been considerable effort to find alternative
and easiermeans of identification.Such propertiesas density, hardness,
strength and thermal stability, electrical properties as resistivity'
dielectricconstant, dielectricloss and dielectricstrength, optical properties as refractiveindex, angle of optic axes,reflectionand absorptiongive
a suff,cientdescriptionof the material for somepracticai purposes.However, from a fundamental point of view, one would like to knorv precisely
what basic structures can occur in the mica family, to understand in
detail how crystalline solutions are formed and to derive from this
structural information the functional reiationships between chemical
compositionand physical properties.Subsequently,one might hope that
such knowledge would lead to a "practical, reproducible,scientific test
to evaluate sheet mica for specificend uses," the need for which was
stressedrecently (Skow, 1960).
Although the basic structure of mica has been known for a long time
(Pauling, 1930) only recently have accurate structure determinations
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becomeavailable (Radoslovich,1960;Steinfink, 1962). (For a summary
of compositionand structure of mica, seeVedder and McDonald, 1963.)
These studies have added several important refinements to the structures proposedby Pauling.
Among these are the considerabletrigonal distortion of the Si-O network, the indications that the Si-Al substitution is partly ordered in
muscovite and probably random in phlogopite, and the detailed arrangement of oxygen and hydroxyl ions around the octahedral layer of muscovite.
Foster (1956, 1960) has made a systematic study of many chemical
analyses of micas. The experimental error in these analyses and the
difficulties of interpretation introduce considerabie uncertainty in the
final structural formulas. Nevertheiess,it appears that some major conclusions are beyond any doubt. Naturally occurring ,,dioctahedral"
micas (e.g.,muscovite,ideal compositionKAlzSLAlOl0(OH)2),exceptfor
lithium containing species,are always truly dioctahedral. The maximum
number of occupied octahedral sites appears to be 2.05 per 3 available
sites. Trivalent ions may enter the octahedral layer of "trioctahedral"
micas (e.g.,phlogopite; ideal composition KMg3SLAlOl0(OH)z)in two
different rvays: by a substitution of ion for ion or by the simultaneous
creation of vacanciesin the Iayer; or in other words, by maintaining either
the popuiation or the charge of the octahedral layer constant. rn practice
both processes
occur but in varying ratios. Somenatural ,,trioctahedral,,
micasshow occupationof the octahedrallayer considerablybelow 3 per 3.
The larger deviations from 3 are generally found among the iron-rich
micas' rrowever, it appears to be well establishedthat there is a limit to
the number of vacanciesthat can be introduced in the octahedrallayer.
Foster (1960) has found no "trioctahedral" micas with an octahedral
occupancybelorv 2.45 per 3 sites. Hence it follows from the study of
natural samples that there is a break in the seriesof crystalline solutions
between di- and trioctahedral micas. This conclusion appears to apply
equally well to synthetic micas.
From among the properties listed earlier, the optical spectra, more in
particular.the infrared spectra, appear to hold considerablepromise of
adding to the understanding of layer silicate structures. progress in this
area has recently been reviewedby Van der Marel and Zwiers (1959),by
F r i p i a t ( 1 9 6 0 ) ,a n d b y S t u b i c a na n d R o y ( 1 9 6 1 a , 1 9 6 1 b ) .
In summary it may be said that:
a. The usefulness of infrared spectra for the identification of layer silicates has been
amply documented. There is considerable difference betlveen spectra of very similar
compounds as is quite clearly shown for example in the work of Stubican and Roy
(1961a)and Beutelspacher (1956).
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b. Many of the prominent absorption bands in the speclra have been given an interpretation. Matossi (1949) was the first to pay attention to the common features of
many silicate spectra and, correctly, associated these with the vibrational modes of
the SiO network. Since then the vibrational analysis of the SiO netr,r.orkshas been
considerably refined (Saksena, 1961; Stepanov and Prima, 1958; Prima, 1957;
Spitzer and Kleinman, 1961; Kleinman and Spitzer, 1962) and bands have been
correlated to other groups or bonds commonly occurring in layer siiicates (summarized by Stubican and Roy (1961a, 1961b)).
c. There are still many features of the infrared spectra of which the interpretation,
though incomplete, has sufficiently developed to indicate that there is correiation to
very interesting aspects of the structure. A good example of this is the 3p region of
the spectrum u,'here absorption occurs due to the stretching motion of the OH
groups,'Ihis absorption band has been used to determine the orientation of the oH
ionsr in muscovite (Tsuboi, 1950; Serratosa and Bradley, 1958; Sutherland, 1955;
vedder and McDonald, 1963). Differences in the 3p regions of the spectra of diand trioctahedral layer silicates and in some cases also the fine structure of the oH
stretching band have been shown to be correlated to the structure (van der Marel
and Zwiers, 1959; Fripiat, 1960).

Many of these previous studies were carried out with smail crystals
of natural or synthetic materials suspended in mulls or alkali halide
pressedpellets. Particie size has been kept very smail to minimize reflection effects.In fiIms of small particles, deposited from a suspension,considerable preferencefor some particular orientation may occur and this
made it possible to obtain qualitative information about pleochroism
(Farmer, 1958; Serratosaet al. 1962).However' for quantitative studies
of pleochroism fair-sized single crystals are necessary.
It is the purpose of this paper to discuss the anisotropy of absorption
in the infrared spectra of single crystals of natural micas. The samples
employed were not pure compounds in a chemical sense.Some of our
results might be derived in a more straightforward way if pure (synthetic) specimensof some size were available.
ExpBnrtrn,NrAr PRocEDURES
Spectra have been recorded with a fore-prism-grating instrument
from 4000 to 650 cm-l and with a CsBr prism instiument from 700 to
300 cm-l. Under operating conditions the resolution was 6 cm-r or
1 What is determined experimentally is actually the direction of the vibrational transition moment. This can be considered to be the resultant of an intrinsic vibrational moment
along the OH bond and a moment induced in the environment. The latter does not necessarily have the same direction as the OH bond.
Alternatively one can state the problem in terms of the difference in magnitude and
direction of macroscopic and effective electric fields in the solid (Polo and wilson, 1955).
index). With no
In simple cases the correction factor is aboft (n212)/3 (z:refractive
more than 1016 anisotropy in refractive index and with n abottt 1.5 the OH bond direction
should not difier from the orientation of the transition moment by more than 3".
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better throughout the entire region. An Agcl polarizer was used from
4000 to 650 cm-l, a polyethylenepolarizer in the 700 to 300 cm-1 region.
Tilt experimentswere carried out with the light polarized in the prane
defined by the normal to the cleavage surface and the direction of incidence. For measurementsat liquid nitrogen temperatures, the mica
sheetswere pressedbetween two KBr crystals to improve thermal contact. Measurementsat high temperatures(up to 1000" C.) were carried
Tenre L Cneutc,rr, ColrposrrroNol Mrcesr
Brazilian
muscovite

sio,
AlzOr

Tio:
FezOr
FeO
Mgo
LirO
CaO
NarO
KrO
F

Ignition Loss

44.4
34.3
.28
.92
1.29
t ..)o

.01
.02
. /.)
10.8
.ul
4.26

Madagascar amber

Canadian amber

w#r2

w#4
3 9. 0
tJ..t

1.48
129
6.6
20.3
.01
.05
.16
11.0
2.8
3.87

37.8
r 7. 6
t13
1.20
355
23.9
.004
.01
26
10.9
r.29
4.30

w#rr
40 1
1 4 .5
.74
.03
.28
2 7. 8
.01
.01
.52
10.4
251
4.19

40.4
15 1
1.43
1/

l .7l
26.6

01
.03
.35
r0.7
307
4.94

3 7. 2
t8.2
r.24
1.44
4.46
22.7
.01
.03
.29
10.9
125
4.07

I Analyses by Ledoux & Co., Teaneck,
N. J.

out with an arrangement which chopped the light before entering the
high temperature cell thus resulting in complete separation of transmitted light from emissionof high temperature cell and sample.
Rnsur,rs
The resuits of chemical analyses of some of the micas used in this
study are given in Table I. Table II shows the compositionof the various layers calculatedby the method that has been adopted by Foster,
that is, assuming:
a.
b.
c.
d.

A cationic charge per unit cell of 44;
Onty Si and Al in the tetrahedral layer and all tetrahedral positions occupied,
Ions like A1, Mg, Fe3+, Fe2+, Mn, Ti, and Li in the octahedral layer;
K, Na, Rb, Cs and Ca in the interlayer.

For many other phlogopites the total iron content and the titanium
content were measuredby r-ray spectroscopy.lThe 5 phlogopitesamples
I I am indebted to Mr. L. B. Bronk for
carrying out these measurements.
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Teslr II. Srnuctuner, Fonuur-aB or Mlcas

Brazilian
muscovite

Octahedral

Mg
AI

Madagascar
amber

w#r2

M#1

2.19
.t4

2.52
.14
.21
.06
.06
.00

2.92
.04
.02
.00
.(}1
.00

z.lo

.05
.10
.01
.08
.00

2.40
.17
.27
.08
.07
.00

2.83

2.81

2.64

r.t7

t.r9

I -50

.+0
.07
.08
.00

Interlayer

2.83
r.l7

Si
AI
K
Na
Ca

Octahedral population per three sites

.93
.10
.00
2.06

Tler-n III.

w#r3 w#11

w#4

Fe2+
Fe3+
Ti
Li
Tetrahedral

Canadian amber

2.88

Ossrtvno

.98
.03
.00

.93
.07
.00

3.00

3.02

.v5

.05
.00

.99
.04
.00
2.98

FnrquoNcrns
Muscovite (Brazilian)

Assignment
(see text for details)

Phlosopite (M#1)
E in cleavageplane

E in cleavage plane

-74r0
-lJz+

zon* lowerfrequencym

M57
4371sh
4303
42M
4151
4098
3998
3894
3790
3708
3667

4708
4543
42ffi
4200
4106
3874

3650sh

E-Lcleavage
plane
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(continuetl)
Muscovite (Braziiian)

Assignment
(see text for details)

Phlogopite(M11)
E in cleavageplane

3625
3600
-3560

z6s- lower frequency

Si-O stretching

3528
3430
3316
32t6
3 11 0
2854

in cleavage p

EAcleavage
plane

3628

34M
3308
3tt7
3003
2707

2024VW
-1800 VW
1635VW

2045VW
-1800 VW

-1000 VS
- 963VS
905sh,M

-1070 sh, S
-1024 VS
- 985 sh, S

-1120 W
- 990 VS
- 930 VS
827 M

zsq libration

804 W
773W
728W
708 W
658 W
607 W
Si-O bending

497 sh, M
464 VS
445 VS

zon libration

805W
7s5w

756W

691 W
630 W

528VS
472 VS

523VS

408 M
364l|d
343 M

351M

of Table I provided a satisfactory calibration. The Fe3+ concentration
was estimated from the ultraviolet spectrum. This spectrum is very simiIar to that reported for ferric ion containing oxides by Wickersheim and
Lefever (1962). The absorption bands at .9 and .7u were therefore con-
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Fro. 1. Infrared absorption spectrum of Brazilian muscovitel d:I'07
--electric vector parallel to the a axis;
- - - - electric vector oarallel to the b axis.
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Infrared absorption spectrum of a Canadian phlogopite (M#1); d:1'28p;
polarized light; electric vector in cleavage plane'
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Fro. 3. Infrared absorption spectrum of a Madagascar amber (W#a); d:1'36p;
polarized light; electric vector in cleavage plane'

un-

sidered part of the aG<-6Stransition in the crystal field modified spectrum of Fe3+.Again by the use of the resultsin Table I, it was possibleto
calibrate U.V. intensity vs. Fe3+content. Neither of these methods is
very accurate but the results are of considerable value for qualitative
purposes.
In Figs. l, 2, and.3 are shown the infrared absorption spectra of
Brazilian muscovite,a nearly colorlessCanadianphlogopite (Ml1) and a
dark brown phlogopite from Madagascar (Wl4)' The muscovite spectrum was obtained with light polarized along the a and b crystallographic
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directions; in the case of the phlogopites, there is no anisotropy of
absorption for the layer thicknessesused here and the spectra were taken
with unpolarized light. Table III gives the observedfrequencies.
It is not possible to prepare a single crystal layer parallel to the c'
axisl sufficiently thin to measure a useful absorption spectrum with
Ellc'. However, reflection spectra with light polarized parallel a, b, or c'
axes have been measuredon optical surfacesllc'(obtained on a thick
piece of Braztlian muscovite by ultrasonic abrasive cutting and polishing). The reflection spectra with Ella or Ella agreed perfectly with the
correspondingspectra measuredon cleavagesurfaces.
These reflection data were subjected to a Kramers-Kronig transformation.2 Each reflection curve was approximated by about 100 straight line
segments. On the high frequency side the curves were assumed to
approach a reflectivity equal to that calculated from the refractive index
in the visible (Nap) and to be constant from there on to higher frequencies.On the low frequency side the curves for Ello and EllD appear
to converge satisfactorily toward the reflectivity calculated from the
value of the dielectricconstant at 10 Kc.3 The reflectioncurve for Ellc'is
at 300 cm-l lower than the reflectivity value which follows from the
dielectric constant for Ellc'and it seemsthat there is another intense
absorptionband below 300 cm-l forEllc'. In order to permit the KramersKronig transformation it was, rather arbitrarily, assumeS that the
reflectivity for Ellc' approaches l0t6 at 100 cm-l and is constant thereafter.
Figure 4 shows the reflection spectra of Brazilian muscovite with close
to ((6') perpendicular incidence and the light polarized parallel to a or b
axes or perpendicular to o and 6 (parallel to c'). Figures 5 and 6 compare
the measured quantity t: -ln T/d (T:transmission, d:thickness)
with the absorption index e calculated by Kramers-Kronig transformation from reflectivity data (e: rki with I in wave numbers and k the
imaginary part of the refractive index) for the casesEllo and E]lD.a
Figure 7 shows the calculated absorption index with Ellc', for which no
comparison with a measurement of t is available. Ilowever, the qualita1 The direction perpendicular to the a and D axes is indicated as c' axis. It deviates from
the crystallographic c axis by a few degrees.
2 I gratefully acknowledge the cooperation of Miss E. L. Kreiger who carried out the
calculation. A detailed description of the program for the Kramers-Kronig transformation
has appeared as a technical report and is available on request from the authors (E. L.
Kreiger, D. J. Olechna, D. S. Story).
3 I am indebted to Dr. R.
J. Charles for the measurements of the dielectric constant of
Brazilian muscovite, parallel and perpendicular to the cleavage plane.
a t and e are strictly not directly comparable; the transmission has not been corrected
for reflection and interference effects.
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Fro. 4. Reflection spectra of Brazilian muscovite (close to perpendicularincidence);
--electric vector parallel to the o axis;
- - - - electric vector parallel to the b axis;
-.-.-.
electric vector perpendicular to the o ancl b axis.
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Fre
. 7. e: rkh, for *rr.orrit'J (eruritiurr)with Ero andb.
tive asreement between measured t and calculated absorption index e
for Ello and Ell6 assuresat least qualitative reliability for the calculated
absorptionspectrumwith Ellc'.
The OH stretching region is given in more detail in Figs. 8, 9 and 10
for the three micas.The Canadianphlogopite (M#1) is optically isotropic
in the cleavageplane but in the case of muscovite and the Madagascar
phlogopite (W#4) the spectra are shown with the light polarized along
the o and 6 axes (which have different orientation with respect to a single
Iayer for the 2Mr muscoviteand, presumably,1M phlogopite).
A larger frequencyinterval around the OH stretchingfrequencyof the
muscovite and the Canadian phlogopite at room and elevated temperatures is shown in Figs. 11 and 12. The highest temperaturesat which
spectraare shown are closeto those at which decompositionof the mica
beeinsto interfere.

Frc. 8 (left) OH stretching region of infrared spectrum of Brazilian muscovitel d:1.50p;
--electric vector parallel to the o axis;
- - - - eiectric vector parallel to the b axis.
Frc.9 (center) OH stretching region of infrared spectrum of Madagascar amber (W#4);
d:104pi
electric vector parallel to the a axis;
- electric vector parllel to the b axis.
Frc. 10. (right) OH stretching region of infrared spectrum of a Canadian phlogopite (M#1);
d: 110p; unpolarized light.
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Frc. 11. Infrared spectrum of Brazilian muscovite around voq. Unpolarized light; d:325p;
perpendicular incidence. Temperatures: 27o, 97", 184", 302", 420o and 588' C.

The variation of the integrated intensity of the OH stretchingband of
muscovite with the direction of the electricvector of the light inside the
crystal is shown in Fig. 13. Simiiar resultsfor the phlogopitefrom Madagascarare shown in Fig. 14.
The 3p spectra of various phlogopites and biotites are compared in
Fig. 15; a spectrumof a fluorolubemull of talc is shownfor comparison.
Sr-O NBrrvonr<
All layer silicatesare characterizedby a (Si,Al)O network in the form
of a sheetof interconnectedtetrahedrons.It appearsdesirable,therefore,
to carry out a vibrational analysis of such a network with the hope of
creating a basis from which to start an assignmentof observedvibrational frequencies.Such calculations for the SiO network in quartz,
pioneeredby Saksena(1961)since1940,have recently been advancedby
Kleinman (1962) and Spitzer (1961) to a point where experiment and
theory appear very satisfactorily matched. Matossi (1949) has studied
various other silicate structures but the vibrational analysis of a sheet

around z6s. Unpolarized
Ifrc.'12. Infrared spectrum of Canadian phlogopite (Mll)
light; d:360p; perpendicular incidence. Temperatures. 270, 2790, 4820, 6200,722" and
796" C.
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Frc. 13. Variation of integrated intensity of zon of Brazilian muscovite with the orientation
of the electric vector relative to the crystallographic axes.

structure has only recently been undertaken by Stepanov and Prima
(1958), by Prima (1957) and by Saksena(1961). They have studied an
arrangementof SiOa tetrahedronsas shown in Fig. 16. Saksenaused a
valence force field with two SiO stretching force constants (different
vaiues f or the Si-Or.iaeua
ond Si-O,o,-r,.ia*"a
stretching) and a f orce constant
for the O-Si-O bending. Stepanov and Prima have used an additional

Loei./

ct-l
a.

ca-l

b.

Frc. 14. Variation of intensity of zos in Madagascar amber (W#a) with orientation.
Perpendicular incidence, *20o and +40o tilt. Polarized light;
a. electric vector in b-c'plane,
b. electric vector in a-c' plane.

LoGI./I

cn-l
Frc. 15. OH stretching vibration in various phlogopites and talc. From top to bottom:
Canadian phlogopite; d: 100p; total iron content from r-ray spectroscopy .016/3,

b. Madagascar amber; d:100p; total iron content .30/3,
c.
d.
e.
f.

Canadian amber; d:100p; total iron content .34/3,
Madagascar amber; d:100p; total iron content .50/3,
Biotite; d:100p; total iron content.62/3,
Biotite; d:10p; total iron content. .76f3,
c. Talc (Eden, N. H.); fluorolube mull: total iron content .32/3.
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bending force constant (Si-O-Si). This still falls considerably short of a
complete valence force field becausea force constant for torsion of the
Si-Or,iag.abond and various off-diagonal terms would have to be added.
In our own normal coordinate analysis, we have included the torsion
force constant. Apart from this, our final equations are identical with
thoseobtained by Prima (1957).There are differenceswith the equations
obtainedby Saksena(1961).
It is doubtful whether further refinements in the force field are desir-

Fro. 16. Hexagonal network of SiO+ tetrahedons. The dots indicate the positions of a'luminum ions in the neighboring octahedral layer in the case of muscovite'

able as long as the analysis pertains to part of the crystal lattice only. As
a result of the environment of the SiO sheet there may be contributions to
the force field which cannot be properly accounted for by a valence force
field. In addition it has to be expected that the environment will not
remain rigid during vibrations of the sheet which at best necessitates
substitution of the massesof Si and O atoms by unknown "efiective"
lnASSCS.
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Finally, the arrangementof SiO+tetrahedronsin the crystal deviates
considerablyfrom the hexagonainetwork of Fig. 16.
Summarizing, it has to be expected that it may not be possible to
match the experimental frequenciessatisfactorily with a small set of
valenceforce constantsand the actual massesof silicon and oxygen; frequenciesas well as selectionrules will have to be correctedfor the distortion from hexagonalsymmetry.
For a SiO network of hexagonalsymmetry (two dimensionalunit cell
group C6,; SiOr on site C3") as shown in Fig. 16 vibrational modesof the
following symmetry speciesare expected:
2Aq+3Br*Bzf3Erf3Ez
Of these the Ar modes are infrared active with transition moments
parallel to c', the E1 modes are active perpendicularto c'. All other speciesare inactive.
As shown by Radoslovich (1960) for muscovite and Steinfink (1962)
for phlogopite, the sheet is actually more like that shown in Fig. 17 in
which each tetrahedron has been rotated about the Si-O,o,_r,.iae"4
axiS,
half of them ciockwise,the other half counter-clockwise(magnitude of
rotation 10+4") (Radoslovichand Norrish, 1962).The symmetry of the
two dimensionalunit cell has been reduced to C3, with the SiOagroups
on site Cs. As a result the B1 modes remain inactive but the 82 mode,
which is closely associatedwith the motion leading from the hexagonal
to the trigonal arrangement,becomesinfrared active, polarizedI c'. Also
the Ez modesbecomeactive, polarizedLc' .
The final arrangement of the sheetin the crystal leavesessentiallyonly
one symmetry element intact, namely, a plane parallel to c' and crossing
the sheet along the arrow in Fig. 17. At this point all modes become
active and the degeneracyof the E modesis lifted.
Table IV compares force constants of quartz and zircon with values
that have been proposedto account for a number of other silicatestructures. The agreementin magnitude of the stretching force constantsof
the SiOatetrahedronis fair but the situation regardingthe bendingforce
constantsis much lesssatisfactory.
It is instructive to considerin somedetail the vibrational modesof the
silicate sheet for the case that each atom is constrained to move parallel
to c/ only. The analysispredicts 2Ar+2Br+Ez vibrational modes. The
2Ar+2Br modes can be visualized as related to the two stretching
vibrations of a linear triatomic molecule[Oa]-Si-O;in the Ar modes the
two tetrahedronsper unit cell vibrate in phasewhereasin the Br modes
t h e y m o v eo u t o f p h a s e .
When atoms are free to move in three dimensionsand the symmetry is
reduced it may be expected that there will remain an Ar*Br doublet
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Frc. 17. Distorted network of SiO+ tetrahedrons. The dots indicate the positions of aluminum ions in the neighboring octahedral layer in the case of muscovite.

Terlr

IV. Coupanrsow or Foncr CoNsrlNrs (10bovx/cu)
Silicates in general

Quartz
Kleinman-Spitzer

(re62)
Stretching
Si-Or,,iapa
Si-Ono,-u"iarea

4.32

Zircon
Matossi
(le4e)

Saksena
(1961)

4.O
5.0

Stepanov

(1es8)
Prima (1957)

4.42
5.53

Bending

o-si-o
si-o-si

0 . 2 4 ;0 . 3 9
0 . 0 9 3-; 0 . 3 3

1

.58
-tl
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which can still be approximately interpreted as stretching motion of O
against (Si-[O3]).Therewili also be a seconddoublet in which to a first
approximation [Os] moves against (Si-O), and which is a mixed stretching-bendingmode. fn each casethe intensity of the Br componentof the
doublet shouldremain the iower of the two.
This qualitative assignment is reflected in the results of a calculation
of frequenciesfor the case that only the SiO stretching force constants
Teeln

V. Coupenrsox ol Cer-cur,eruo .qun ExprnrulNtar,

Fnrquexclns

Calculated frequencies
Experimental
Frequencies
(Brazilian
Muscovite)

522
930

826
982

f : 3 8 9 1 0 5d y n / c m
F : 4 . 6 8 1 0 5d y n / c m

368

92r

f :3.80 105dyn/cm
F:4.60 105d1,n/cm
b : . 3 7 1 0 5d y n / c m
554
941

0
812
982

289
818

0
0
1023

268
482
to4l

0
0
638

0
419
697

97r

are given non-zero values. Following the trend of Table IV, the Sistretching force constant (F) is taken 25/6 Targerthan the
Onon-briaged
stretching force constant (f). With f :3.89 105dyn/cm (and
Si-Ou.iaeua
F:4.86 105dyn/cm) the resultsof Table V are obtained. This f value is
so chosenthat the E1 frequencycomescloseto matching the experimentally observedE1 mode at 1020cm-l.
It is interesting to compare the observed frequencieswith the frequenciescalculated for the modes which may be expected to give rise to
absorption bands with a transition moment parallel to c'. Apart from the
low frequency mode at 368 cm-l (calc.)there is a one-to-onecorrespondence between calculated and experimental data. Indeed there appears
to be a higher (930+9S2 cm-l) and a lower frequency Ar*Br doublet
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(522+826 cm-1). The intensity ratio in the latter is as predicted (B r ( Ar)
but the ratio of intensitiesof the 930 and 982 cm-1 componentsis contrary to expectations. However, within the range of what seem to be
acceptablerelative rnagnitudesof F and f (F <2f) the assignmentcannot
be reversed.Also the introduction of bending force constantsalters this
situation little and it is assumedthat the unexpectedintensity ratio is a
consequence
of the environmentof the SiO network.
Frequenciescalculatedwith a non-zeroO-Si-O bending force constant
(b) are given in Table V. Little or no improvement of agreementbetween
calculated and available experimental frequenciesis obtained when nonzero values are assumed for the Si-O-Si bending or Si-Or,";ae"a
torsion
force constants. Comparison with Table IV shows that the final force
constantsare satisfactorilycloseto valuesfor analogousbonds in quartz
and zircon.
A vibrational analysis of part of a structure is of little value unless an
estimate can be made of the consequences
of adding the omitted components to the part considered.In particular the question might well be
asked what senseit makes to associatean experimentalfrequency of the
phlogopite spectrum (-500 cm-l) with the Si-O bending mode of the
model where it is known that brucite has vibrational frequenciesin the
same part of the spectrum.l It would appear that at least two infrared
active absorption bands have to be expectedaround 500 cm-l corresponding to mixed Si-Oand Mg-O vibrations.
Simple model calculationsindeed support this view. The higher frequency mode correspondsto Si-O bending with the Mg ions moving
against the oxygen atoms. The frequency is higher than would be the
casewithout the presenceof Mg ions and the same holds for the intensity: the respective contributions of oxygen and magnesium ions to the
dipole moment derivative add. The lower frequency mode correspondsto
Si-O bending with the Mg ions moving with the oxygen atoms. Little
additional restoringforces are added beyond those of Si-O bending and
the effective mass is considerably increased giving rise to a lower frequency. The intensity is decreasedbecausethe respectivecontributions
of magnesium and oxygen ions to the dipole moment derivative are
opposed.Motion of magnesium ions relative to oxygen atoms mixes considerably with Si-O bending but little with Si-O stretching, this being
determined by the relative frequencies.
The absorption bands which have been correlated earlier to vibrational modesof the SiO network are the most intensebands in the spec1 Brucite, Mg(OH)r, has an infrared active mode at about 515 cm-t, a Raman active
one at about 4145cm-r both of which have been tentatively assigned as lattice modes
(Mitra, 1962).
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trum and presumably ali correspond to the casesin which octahedral ion
motion adds to force constantsand intensities.There must be additional
absorption bands at lower frequencies with lower intensity' The model
calculations indicate that frequencies for these might be around 300
cm-l. This region of the spectrum may therefore contain considerable
additional information about the octahedral layer.r
Arguments similar to those just presented apply to the vibrations of
the interiayer ion. The force constant of K-O motion will be smaller than
that of Mg-O'motion. Ifence the modesin which potassiumparticipates
will be at still lower frequenciesand mixing with modesof the SiO lattice
is smali.
Littie can be said about translationalmotion of the OH ion. The force
constants of the bonds between this ion and its environment are certainly smaller than those of the surroundingnon-bridgedoxygen atoms.
It would neverthelessseemlikely that motion of the non-bridged oxygens
is also mixed to some extent with OH ion translation.There should be a
mode which is primarily OH translational motion at lower frequencies
but there is no evidenceof this in the spectraabove350 cm-l.
In conclusion it can be said that the effect of adding ions to the Si-O
network will be:
a. Mixing of the motion of the si-o netrvork with motion of the added ions. Mixing will
be least for Si o stretching but may be considerable for Si-o bending. Neither force
constants nor intensities can be considered characteristic of the Si O network alone.
b. Additional infrared active modes at lower frequencies.

Whereasphlogopites are nearly uniaxial, muscovites are clearly biaxial
in the visible and infrared spectrum. This shows itseif in differencesbetween the spectra wittr Ello or EllD. Most pronouncedis the difference
around 500 cm-l. The splitting between the two differently polarized
components at 477 and 535 cm-r is a result of the lifting of degeneracyof
lattice.
a two-fold degeneratevibrational mode of the pseudo-hexagonal
Howcan
exist.
Strictly speaking,even in phlogopite no degeneracies
far
not
is
tetrahedron
ever, in that caselocal symmetry around a SiO+
the
arrangement
muscovite,
from threefold and splitting is negligible. In
of Al ions and vacanciesin the octahedral layer introduces a considerable
asymmetry in the local force field and splitting becomesobservable-The
non-bridgedoxygensare closerto the octahedrallayer than the bridged
ones.It is thereforereasonablethat the splitting is more pronouncedin
the degeneratemode which is primarily Si-O'o.-t,ia*"abending motion
stretching.
than in the one which is primarily Si-Ob"1ag"a
I In the region from 250 to 33 cm-r of the far infrared muscovites show absorption
bands at 188, 165 and 109 cm 1. Of these the first shows the strongest dichroism whereas
the last is the most intensive. Phlogopites have absorption bands at 151 and 86 cm-1. I am
srateful to Dr. S. Roberts for these measurements.
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With this assignment,the doublet structure in the SiO bending region
becomesone of the most characteristic features of a d.ioctahedrallayer
silicate. Both components involve mixed Si-O bending and octahedral
cation motion I the splitting is associated with the arrangement of
occupiedand unoccupiedpositionsin the octahedrallayer. The spectra
of some clay rninerals are in agreement with this. Stubican and Roy
(1961b) observedthat the doublet changesfrom 540 and 478 cm-1 to
490 and 432 cm-r in going from beidellite to nontronite, shifting both
componentswith small changein splitting.
OH Iows SrnorcnrNc MorroN
The stretching vibration of OH ions in muscovite, /ss, occurs at 3628
cm-l. The orientation of the transition moment has been derived from
anisotropy of absorption (Vedder and McDonald, 1963)and is found to
be at an angle of 16owith the cleavageplane, away from the octahedral
layer, with the projection onto the cleavageplane at 32o with the D axis.
The OH ions themselves are probably oriented with nearly the same
azimuth and with a iatitude which exceeds16oby at most a few degrees.
Interpreted in terms of a point charge model, the intensity of zon leads
to about .25 ol an electronchargeon the proton.
In phlogopites the zou intensity is very low in spectra recordedwith the
beam perpendicular to the cleavage plane. This has been interpreted
(Serratosaand Bradley, 1958)as a result of the fact that in this casethe
OH ions are oriented parallel to c/. Indeed, the intensity increasesrapidly
when the sampleis tilted. It has also been pointed out that in spectraof
lepidolite there are two absorption bands, one of which remains consrant
upon tilting and another which behaveslike z6s in phlogopite. A doublet
with similar characteristicswas reported by Bassett (1960) in the spectrum of biotite and some phlogopites.l In another sample, kaolinite
(Serratosaet al. 1962),the complexity is even greater showingfour componentsof which three are sensitiveto tilting and one is not.
A similarly complex spectrum is shown by some phlogopites as indicated in Figs.9, 10 and 15.There are five componentsat about 3700,3665,
3620, 3600 and 3565 cm-1. Of these the ones at 3700 and 3665 cm-l (to
which we will refer later as respectively the N and the I bands2) are
strongly sensitive to tilting. The componentsat 3620,3600and 3565 cm-1
(which we will call the V bands) are nearly independent of the angle between beam direction and c' axis.The intensity of the V bands relative to
the band at 3700 cm-l varies tremendously from one trioctahedral mica
to another. The V bands are the major feature in the biotite spectrum.
1 Bassett (1960) was the first to recognize the connection
between the fine structure
in the 3p region and the structural and chemical arrangement of the octahedral layer.
2 For the meaning of the abbreviations N, I and
V, see Table VI.
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Becauseof the different propertiesof theseband systemsit seemsappropriate to discussthem separately.
lt- and I band,s.The anisotropy of absorption in the zon region has been
studied on the sampleof canadian phlogopite (M#1) by meansof tilting.
The data were interpreted in terms of a model in which all OH ions
have the samecolatitude (with respectto the c/ axis) and have a distribution of azimuths of at least three-fold symmetrv. For this model it follows:
IntensitY :

,{o

sin2 d *

7/2 tan2 6 cos2@

(1)

1 * tan'z6

in which Ao is the intensity if ali OH ions were exactly parallel and the
iight polarizedparallel to this OH direction; $ is the angle between the
electric vector and the cleavageplane and d is the colatitude of the OH
ions with respect to the c' axis (the incident light is assumedto be a
parallel beam and to be polarizedin the plane of the beam direction and
the c'axis).
Becausethe two componentsoverlap little at the peak frequenciesit
seemsconvenient to use peak intensities to determine d. However, the
peak of the 3708 component appearsto shift to 3715 cm-1 in the spectrum of the 40" tilted sample and the secondcomponent behavessimilarly. The reasonfor this is that the (small) variation of the refractive
index in the absorptionregion causes@to be larger at the high frequency
side, smaller on the low frequency side, with the result that the band
appeais to shift to higher frequencieswhen the tilt angle, and consequently the fluctuati on in n, increases.
\\re have thereforenot measuredthe intensity at the peak frequencyfor
each tilt angle but at two fixed frequencies,equal to the peak frequencies
at normal incidence.For each of the two componentsthis leads to the
v a l u e D r u1 1 . 5 o .
V bantl,s.In order that the intensity of absorption be "4 independent"
equation (1) requires 6lu55o. However, it is evident, for example from
Fig. 9, that the intensity and shape of this group of bands dependson
whether E is parallel to the a or D axis. With El]o there are three clearly
distinguishablecomponentsat 3622,3600 and 3564 cm-l. Whereaswith
r]la trrere is a maximum at about 3630 cm-l tailing off gradually towards
lower frequencies.The absorptionin this region,isalso more intense (in
the sampleof Fig. 9by a factor of 1.65) with Ello than with EllD. If the
model leading to equation (1) is modified to ailow for anisotropy in
azimuth "@independence"requires6 to be closeto 59" (seebelow)'
It is safe to conclude,therefore,that the OH ions representedby this
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group of absorption bands are oriented at an angie of the order of 60o
rvith the c' axis and are not randomly distributed in aximuth. The intensity of this group relative to the N-I doublet varies strongly between
samplesand there is also considerablevariation in the relative intensities
of the individuai componentsof the group (Fig. 15).
A tentative assignment of the fine structure in the OH stretching
region can be stated in terms of the occupation of the octahedral sites
close to an OH ion, the three immediately neighboring sites playing a
dominant role (Table VI).
T.llln

VI

N-band (normal)

OH ions for which the immediately neighboring octahedral sites
are ali filled with divalent ionsl

I-band (impurity)

OH ibns for which all three closest octahedral sites are occupied,
one however by a trivalent ion (e.g.,Fe3+or Al)

V-bands (vacancy)

OH ions close to an unoccupied octahedral site.

This assignmentis supportedby the following arguments.
lt-band.s.In talc of composition KMgrSiaQl6(OH)2,characterizedby
compLeteoccupancyof the octahedralLayerby Mg ions and only Si in
the tetrahedralsites,the OH ions are expectedto be oriented exactly perpendicularly to the layer. All OH ions are equivalent,hydrogenbonding
and coupling are small and one sharp OH stretching band may be expected. The spectrum of the talc sample in Fig. 15 shows three sharp
bands at 3677,3662, and 3645 cm-l. In talcs the major impurity in the
octahedraliayer is Fe2+.Thesebands are thereforeinterpreted as due to
OH ions r,viththe three closestoctahedralsites occupiedby respectively
3 Mg, 2 Mgf Fe2+and Mgf 2 Fe2+.For a random distribution of Mg and
Fe2+in concentrationsof respectively1-X and X, it follows that the intensity ratio of thesebandsshouldbe
x

1:3;1:3

/

x

\2

\r --r/

The experimentalratio of peak intensitiesis 1: .404: .061 which is about
equal to the ratios calculated with X:.119. This value is acceptably
close to X:.107 which is the concentrationof total Fe estimated from
r-ray spectroscopyusing the phiogopite calibration. As is to be expected
for a small perturbation, the shift of zonfor two Fe2+is very nearly twice
that for one Fe2+.It is concludedthat:
a. Substitution of Mg by Fe2+ shifts zss by about 16 cm-l and cannot explain the fine
structure observed in phlogopites.
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b. Each of the components is still a sharp band (Azvr-u5 cm 1). The presence of Fe2+
rvidth of the components in the
cannot explain the considerable (Lu2l:21.--r)
mica spectrum.

It also does not seem very probable that Fe2+ions in the octahedral
Iayer would tilt the OH ions by as much as 11.5o.The deviation from perpendicularorientation and the width of the absorptionband appearto be
associated with substitution of Si by Al in the tetrahedral layer. This
assumptionis not inconsistentwith predictionson basis of a point charge
model in which the position of the oxygenatom of the OH ions is assumed
fixed and the force on the proton resulting from Si-Al substitution is
balanced against restoring forces derived from the experimental iibrationai frequency. Replacementof Si by AI can be consideredequivalent
to distributing one unit of negative chargein some way between the Si
site and the four surroundingoxygens.The librational frequencyis about
550 cm-l. The force can be expressedas
Force:
-l

;

in which 6 is the charge on the hydrogen atom and is taken equal to .5
which is the theoretical vaiue (Clementi, 1962; Nesbet, 1962) of the
"effective charge" on the proton for isoeiectronicHF. A correction for
the influence of the surrounding dielectric is applied by means of a formal
dielectricconstant "e" which is assumedequal to the dielectricconstant
o f p h l o g o p i t e t, h a t i s " e " : 5 . 5 + . 5 .
This calculation predicts that the OH ions are tilted by 8.f if the
whole unit of negative chargeis put on the Si site. To allow for the fact
that the Al-O bond is more ionic than the Si-O bond, a secondcasehas
been calculated, namely 40/6 oI the unit of negative charge on the Si site
and the remainderon the surroundingoxygens.This assumptionpredicts
a tllt ot /.5-.

About one out of four Si is substituted by Al. If the Al ions were
randomly distributed only the casesin which zero to three Al ions are
among the six Si sites immediately surrounding an OH ion need to be
considered.Repulsiveinteraction betweenthe Al ions favors the casesof
one AI or two AI with meta geometry (the distribution of Al over Si sites
proposedby Radoslovich(1960)for muscoviteis in a generalway similar
to the one described here). Assuming additivity it follows that the force
on the proton by two Al ions in meta position relative to each other
equals the efiect of one Al ion; the maximum force (in the cleavageplane)
by any number of Al ions neighboring an OH ion is twice that for one Al
ion. The model predicts thereforea deviation of the OH orientationfrom
perpendicularin the order of 0-15' with possiblyconsiderablepreference
for anslesof about 8o.
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The differencebetween zoHin phlogopites (-3J00 cm-1) and muscovite (-3630 cm-l) shows that frequenciesare different when orientations
are different.
It is concluded, therefore, that it is mainly the Si-AI substitution which
is responsible both for the deviation from perpendicular orientation of
the OH ions and the sizeablewidth of the OH stretchingabsorptionband
although other factors may also contribute. Increasing concentration of
Fez+ions displacesthe N-band to Iower frequencies.
I-band,. Substitution of a divalent ion of the octahedral layer by a trivalent ion without the creation of a vacancy is generaily balanced by a
simultaneous substitution of Si by AI. The point charge model predicts
that a closestneighbor trivalent ion should tilt an OH ion by about 6o.
Whereas the forces on the proton from the Si-Al substitution are Iargely
perpendicular to the OH direction, the force exerted by a trivalent ion in
the octahedral layer contains a considerable component along the OH
bond, stretching it and lowering the frequency. From the anharmonicity
the point charge
of the stretching motion (v:a-2ax-3705;2ux:155)
-11
cm-1 for the Si-Al substitution and Av: -34
model predicts Az:
cm-l for a closestneighbortrivalent ion.
The model calculations are therefore not inconsistent with the assignment of the I-band to OH ions close to a trivalent ion in a completely
filled octahedral layer.
This assignment is tested quantitatively against data derived from
chemicalanaiysesin Fig. 18. The observedratio of peak intensitiesof the
I and the N band is plotted againstthe theoreticalratio 3 Xiy in which
X and Y are the fractions of octahedral sites occupied by respectively
tri- and divalent ions as calculated in Table II (black circles). In order to
estimate the quantitative significanceof this comparison, the theoretical
ratio of peak intensities is also calculated for the casethat all titanium is
assumed to replace silicon in the tetrahedral layerl (triangles) and the
experimental ratio is corrected for the fact that the I-band is overlapped
to some extent by the N-band and the first of the V-bands (-107o ol
their intensity at the peak of the I-band; open circles).
The rectanglesin Fig. 18 are a measureof the uncertainties of this
comparisonand it is evident that thesefew data do not establisha quantitative relationship.Neverthelessit appearsthat the assignmentgiven is
essentiallycorrect.
V-band,s.The OH ions close to a vacant octahedral site will be tilted
toward the vacancy by a considerableangle. The vacancy results in local
1 There are indications that in some casestitanium is tetrahedrally coordinated (Serdyuchenko, 1948; Tarte, 1961).
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Frc. 18. Comparison of experimental ratio of peak intensities of the N- and I-bands 'r'r'ith
values calculated on basis of the assignment in Table VI;
tl observed ratio of peak intensities and calculated ratio on basis of data in Table II;
A observed ratio of peak intensities and calculated ratio assuming all titanium in the
tetrahedral layer;
O observed ratio corrected for band overlap: calculated ratio on basis of data in
Table II.

distortion of the lattice (seemuscovite structure (Radoslovich,1960)),
and for iarge deviations from perpendicular orientation it is impossible to
assumea Hooke's law restoring force; model calculations have therefore
become difficult to perform. Ilowever, the orientation of the OH ions
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giving rise to the V-bands, as estimated from the aniostropy of absorption, is comparable to the orientation of OH ions in muscovite, all of
which are closeto a vacancy.
As has beenpointed out, equation (1) doesnot apply to casesfor which
the distribution of azimuths of the OH ions has less than threefold symmetry. For the analysisof the V-bands, a modei has been chosenwhich
considers the three closest octahedral sites only and assumesthat the
angle by which the OH ion is tilted toward the vacancy is not dependent
on which of the three sitesis vacant. As a result of the symmetry of the
layer, two of the octahedral sites, Ar and A2, ore equivalent and related
by a center of inversionl the third site, B, is the one which is unoccupied
in the muscovite structure. The model supposes that the numbers of
vacanciesoccurring on A or B sites are not necessarilyequal.
The data of the sample of Madagascar amber (W#4) when fitted to
this model indicate that lO/6 of the OH ions are near vacancies;of these
about half are near a vacancy on an A site, the remainder r'ear a vacancy
on a B site. This means that in this phlogopite octahedral occupancy is
2.90 per 3 sites (from Table II foilows 2.88 per 3 sites) and that vacancies
have a preferencefor those sites which are completely unoccupied in the
muscovite structure.
It is difficult to arrive unambiguously at an assignment for the three
individual components. The most reasonablehypothesis seemsthat they
c o r r e s p o n dt o t h e c a s e s :
-3625 cm-l. OH ions close to a vacancy f
-3600 cm-1; OH ions close to a vacancy t
-3560 cm r; OH ions close to a vacancy *

two divalent ions;
a divalent f a trivalent ion;
two trivalent ions.

In order to evaluate this assignment quantitatively, consideration has
to be given to the fact that electrostatic calculation of the "bonding
energy" of associationsof vacanciesand trivalent ions leads to values on
the order of 1 eV. In view of the relatively low temperature of formation
of phlogopitesand of the sizeableconcentrationof trivalent ions in the
samples in which vacancies occur, it seems reasonable to assume that
nearly every vacancyis closely associatedwith trivalent ions.The existance of such association is also indicated by the two phase region in the
phasediagram of di- and trioctahedral micas.
Assuming that it is appropriate to use electrostatically calcuiated
energiesas a guidel it may be expectedthat among the three possible
configurations of the associationR3+-vacancy-R3+,the ones with a "bond
1 The interaction between a divalent cation and a sodium ion vacancy in NaCl is experimentally about .35 eV for Cd2+ (Lidiard, 1954). Theoretical calculations give essentially the same value (Bassani and Fumi, 1954). The simple electrostatic model predicts
.59 eV.
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angle')of 180' or l20o are closeenoughin energy to occur with comparable probability. The associationwith "bond angle" 60o requires considerably more energy and should occur less frequently. More energy
stili would be required to dissociatethese associationsof two trivalent
ions and a vacancy into a pair R3+-vacancyand an isolated R3+ion. All
of thesedefect associationscan be stabiiizedto some extent by suitabty
chosensubstitution between Si and Al. In the last casean AI could be
substituted by Si near the pair R3+-vacancy,the reversebeing done near
the isolatedR3+ion.
Assuming that there is no strong preferencefor the orientationoI an
associationin the octahedrallaver. the intensitiesof the three bands are
predictedas follows:

Relative Intensities
Type Defect

R3+-vacancy (plus the additional processes
required for neutrality)
R3+____
R3+
600 ,/
\
vacancy
R3+-vacancy-R3+ with "bond angles" of 180o
or 720"

-3625 cm-l

-3600 cm-1

4/6

2/6

3/6

2/6

2/6

4/6

-3560 cm-l

r/6

For higher vacancy concentrations,such associationswill get closeto
one another and the intensity should shift entirely to the 3600 and 3560
cm-1 bands.
From the observedintensititiesin Fig. 15, it appearsthat some micas
come closeto representingone of the above cases.I{owever, the available
experimentaldata are too few to permit more than the conclusionthat
the assignmentsuggestedfor the individual componentsin the V-band
system is reasonablebut speculative.The conclusionthat these bands
are associatedwith the OH ions closeto octahedralvacanciesseemswell
established,however.
OH IoNs Lrsnarrol,'A.r,MorroN
Two librational modeshave beenidentifiedin muscoviteat frequencies
925 and 405 cm-l, correspondingrespectivelyto the motion of the OH
ion such that the proton remainsparallel to the cleavageplane or moves
toward and away from it (Vedderand McDonald, 1963).
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Attempts to deuterate phlogopite under conditions similar to those
used for muscovite were unsuccessfuland direct evidence of librational
modeshas not beenobtainedin this case.
Combinationbandswith z6s. In muscovite and phlogopite, a large number
of weak absorption bands occur on either side of /oH. These are interpreted as combinationbandsinvolving the OH stretchingmode and some
other lower frequency mode.1It has been proposedthat such spectraare
associatedwith stretching and Iibration of the OH ions only (Hexter,
1961,1963).Alternatively it has been pointed out that other modesthan
libration of the OH ions may combine with zes (Wickerscheim,1959;
Buchanan and Caspers, 1963;Buchanan et al. 1962;Mifta, 1962).
Most hydroxide spectra are highly complex around /6g and in no case
yet has an entirely satisfactory interpretation been possible. In this respectmuscoviteand phlogopiteare no exception.
In the muscovite spectrum, the librational mode with frequency 925
cm-1 occurs with considerableintensity in combinations with zss, both
as a sum and a difference band. It should be noted that the intensity of
these bands is neverthelesssmaller than that of zon itself by more than
two others of magnitude. The differenceband grows in intensity with
temperatureas expectedfor a transition from a level 860+ 50 cm-r above
the librational ground state. The corresponding sum band is practically
independent of temperature. The ratio of the intensities of the difference
and sum band is to a first approximation expected to be determined only
by the population of their respectiveinitial states.The observedratio is
larger than the expectedBoltzmann ratio by a factor of 6 * .5. This anomaly resemblesthe discrepanciesbetween observedand calculated ratios
of corresponding line intensities in P and R branches of vibrationrotation spectra.In that case,the effect has been shown (Herman and
Wallis, 1955;Herman and Rubin, 1955)to be due to Coriolisinteraction
between vibration and rotation. Any mixing of stretching and libration
in our casecould lead to similar deviationsfrom Boltzmann ratios. Cross
terms involving stretching and libration coordinates may be expected to
occur in potential and dipole moment expansionswhenever the equilibrium OH distance is a function of orientation of the OH ion and this is
undoubtedly the case.
Fairly intense combinationsoccur which seem to involve modes with
frequenciesfrom 480 to 640 cm-1; no sum or difference band is observed
1 In the course of this discussion it will become clear that I consider the interpretation
of the OH region in terms of OH stretching motion plus combinations of this motion with
lower frequency modes to be essentially correct. I, therefore, disagree with the views of
Boutin and Bassett (1963).
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with zon and the librational frequencyat 405 cm-1.The conclusionseems
inevitable that other than librational modes take part in combination
bands.Someof theseother rnodesdo not appearas infrared active fundamentais although ali are closein frequency to strongly active modes.In
this connection,it is interesting to note that there is evidenceof a sum
band rvith the mode at 1083cm 1,but none with the strongly active Si-O
stretching mode at 1020 cm-r. It seemsthat combinationsoccur more
readily with Si-O bending than with Si-O stretching modes. This may
not be surprising when looked at from the point of view that intensities
are determinedby the magnitude of crossterms in potential energy and
dipole moment expansions.
/oH itself shifts from 3628cm-r at room temperatureto about 3617cm 1
at 530oC. The peak intensity decreases
slowly with increasingtemperature but the dichroic ratio.
intensityfor El]b

i*"*ity r-EI"

'

remainsconstant within experirnentalaccuracy.
One of the most interesting features of the phlogopite spectrum as a
function of increasing temperature (below 600" C.) is the rapidly decreasingintensity of the fundamental stretching frequency (N-band) .
This is a clear indication that the intensity with which zon is observedat
perpendicularincidenceis not associatedwith thermal motion (nor all
due to the use of convergentlight in the spectrometeror misalignmentof
the sample).fnstead, it is associatedwith the deviation from perpendicular orientation of the OH ions, although it is not immediately clear why
there shouldbe a decreasein intensity with increasingtemperature.
Also in the phlogopitecasezon shifts to lower frequencieswith increasing temperature;from about 3708 at room temperature to 3684 cm-l at
796"C (l{ 1).
Again many sum and differencebands are observed.They appear to be
more symmetricaily spacedaround /oH than in the case of muscovite.
Most intense among them are two doublets, one of which can be representedas z6sf (496 and 595), the other as /oH- (492 and 598). It is
expectedthat thesedoubletsare in some way associatedwith librational
motion. I{owever, consideringthe complexity of the muscovitespectrum
in the regionswhere combinationsof zon and the 405 cm-1 libration were
expectedto occur,it is impossibleto say whether in this casethe doubling
is due to two componentsof librational motion or interferencewith modes
of different origin. If necessary,two librational frequenciescould be accounted for by the small tilt from perpendicuiarorientation of the OH
ions, the splitting 405-925 cm-l in muscovite being a further advanced
exampleof this.
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The temperature dependenceof the intensity of the difference doublet
indicates that they are transitions from levels roughly 600 cm-l above
the ground state. Both components of the difierence doublet are more intense than expected on basis of Boltzmann populations of their initial
Ievels. The discrepanciesare not so large as in the case of muscovite,
horvever,and smaller for the vop-*494 components (factor about 1.5)
than for the zon* 597 components(factor about 3).
In the muscovite and phlogopite spectra considerablechangesappear
at higher temperaturescloseto zon(*300 cm-l). It has to be anticipated
that in potential energy and dipole moment expansions,cross terms of
some magnitude occur between the translational motion of the OH ion
and its stretching. Combination modesand hot bands involving stretching and translation must therefore be expected. However, translational
motion of the OH ion will be thoroughly mixed with other lattice modes
and a discussionof this part of the spectrum is extremely difficult.
Suulrenv
Frequenciesof the most intense bands of the mica spectrum are correlated with vibrational modes of a part of the mica structure, namely the
Si-O layer lattice, using a valence force field with three force constants
and the actual massesof oxygen and silicon. It is pointed out that this
correlation is of limited significancebecauseof considerablemixing of the
motion of the Si-O layer and its environment. The qualitative effects of
this mixing are discussed.The environment influences frequencies and
intensities of the modes previously assigned to Si-O motion and gives
rise to new absorptionbands at lower frequencies.Consequently,it is not
justified to interpret observedabsorptionbands in terms of Si-O motion
only, particularly not in the Si-O bending region.
Compared to muscovite, phlogopitesshow a very complex system of
bands in the OH stretching region. The stretching frequency is about
3700 cm-l for an OH ion with only divalent nearest neighbor octahedral
ions (N-band) and 3660 cm-l for an OH ion with the three nearestneighbor octahedral positions occupied by two divalent and one trivalent ion
(I-band). Both OH ions are nearly but not quite perpendicularto the
Iayer plane. The Si-AI substitution in the tetrahedral layer contributes
considerably to this small tilt.
Hydroxyl ions close to an unoccupied octahedral site give rise to a
separate band system (V-bands) with quite different anisotropy of absorption indicating considerabletiiting. There are three bands, at about
3620,3600and 3560cm-1,the frequenciesof which have been tentatively
correlated to the charge of the ions occupying the two remaining closest
neighboroctahedralsites.
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These assignmentsfurnish a tool for the study of the detailed structure and chemicalcompositionof the octahedrallayer about which until
now little direct information could be obtained.The resultson the micas
should be applicableto layer silicatesin general.
Librational motion is discussedas it appearsin fundamentals and in
combination bands with the OH stretching mode. The intensity of the
differencebands increaseswith temperature as expectedbut is in some
casestoo high relative to the correspondingsum bands by a factor as
Iarge as 6 (muscovite).The changeof the equilibrium OH distancewith
orientation is tentativelv held responsiblefor this.
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